
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

i7100
HF/VHF/UHF ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation 
is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may 
not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept 
any interference received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

WARNING: MODIFICATION OF THIS DEVICE TO RECEIVE 
CELLULAR RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICE SIGNALS IS 
PROHIBITED UNDER FCC RULES AND FEDERAL LAW. 
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FOREWORD
Thank you for purchasing this fine Icom product. The IC-7100 
hf/vhf/uhf all mode transceiver is designed and build with 
Icom’s superior technology and craftsmanship combining tra-
ditional analog technologies with the new digital technology, 
Digital Smart Technologies for Amateur Radio (D-STAR), for 
a balanced package. With proper care, this product should 
provide you with years of trouble-free operation.
We thank you for making your IC-7100 your radio of choice, 
and hope you agree with Icom’s philosophy of “technology 
first.” Many hours or research and development went into the 
design of your IC-7100.

FEATURES

❍  IF DSP features
❍  All mode capability covering 160–2 m and 

70 cm (depending on version)
❍  Compact with separated front panel
❍  ±0.5 ppm of high frequency stability
❍  Baudot RTTY demodulator
❍  Selectable SSB transmission passband 

width (For both higher and lower pass 
frequency)

❍  Standard voice synthesizer/voice recorder
❍  SD card slot ready for several memory 

storage
❍  Voice recorder to records your communication
❍  DV mode (Digital voice + Low-speed data 

communication) operation-ready
 – Text message and call sign exchange
 – Transmit position data
❍  DR (D-STAR Repeater) mode and repeater 

list allow you to easily operate using a 
D-STAR repeater 

EXPLICIT DEFINITIONS
WORD DEFINITION

R DANGER!
Personal death, serious injury or an ex-
plosion may occur.

R WARNING!
Personal injury, fire hazard or electric 
shock may occur.

CAUTION Equipment damage may occur.

NOTE Recommended for optimum use. No risk 
of personal injury, fire or electric shock.

IMPORTANT
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS carefully and completely 
before using the transceiver.

SAVE THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL— This 
instruction manual contains important operating instructions 
for the IC-7100.

FCC INFORMATION
• FOR CLASS B UNINTENTIONAL RADIATORS:
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the 
limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the 
FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference in a residential instal-
lation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance 
with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. However, there is no guarantee that inter-
ference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equip-
ment does cause harmful interference to radio or television 
reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment 
off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the inter-
ference by one or more of the following measures:
	 •	Reorient	or	relocate	the	receiving	antenna.
	 •		Increase	the	separation	between	the	equipment	and	re-

ceiver.
	 •		Connect	the	equipment	into	an	outlet	on	a	circuit	different	

from that to which the receiver is connected.
	 •		Consult	the	dealer	or	an	experienced	radio/TV	technician	

for help.

Icom, Icom Inc. and the Icom logo are registered trademarks 
of Icom Incorporated (Japan) in Japan, the United States, 
the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Spain, Russia and/
or other countries.

Spurious signals may be received near some frequen-
cies.
These are created in the internal circuit and does not 
indicate a transceiver malfunction.

CAUTION: Changes or modifications to this device, 
not expressly approved by Icom Inc., could void your 
authority to operate this device under FCC regula-
tions.

“AI” means “Advanced Instructions.”
“sec. MM” means section number.

So when “(AI sec. MM)” is described on this manu-
al, see the PDF type Advanced Instruction’s section 
number for your reference.
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PRECAUTIONS
R DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE! NEVER touch an an-
tenna or internal antenna connector during transmission. This 
may result in an electrical shock or burn.

R WARNING RF EXPOSURE! This device emits 
Radio Frequency (RF) energy. Extreme caution should 
be observed when operating this device. If you have 
any questions regarding RF exposure and safety stan-
dards please refer to the Federal Communications 
Commission Office of Engineering and Technology’s 
report on Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines 
for Human Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields 
(OET Bulletin 65).

R WARNING! NEVER operate the transceiver while 
driving a vehicle. Safe driving requires your full attention—
anything less may result in an accident.

R WARNING! NEVER operate the transceiver with 
an earphone, headphones or other audio accessories 
at high volume levels. Hearing experts advise against 
continuous high volume operation. If you experience a 
ringing in your ears, reduce the volume level or discon-
tinue use.

R WARNING! NEVER apply AC power to the [DC13.8V] 
connector on the transceiver rear panel. This could cause a 
fire or damage the transceiver.

R WARNING! NEVER apply more than 16 V DC to the 
[DC13.8V] connector on the transceiver rear panel or use re-
verse polarity. This could cause a fire or damage the trans-
ceiver.

R WARNING! NEVER cut the DC power cable between 
the DC plug and fuse holder. If an incorrect connection is 
made after cutting, the transceiver might be damaged.

R WARNING! NEVER let metal, wire or other objects 
touch any internal part or connectors on the rear panel of the 
transceiver. This may result in an electric shock or this could 
cause a fire or damage the transceiver.

R WARNING! NEVER operate or touch the trans-
ceiver with wet hands. This may result in an electric 
shock or may damage the transceiver.

R WARNING! Immediately turn the transceiver power 
OFF and remove the power cable if it emits an abnormal 
odor, sound or smoke. Contact your Icom dealer or dis-
tributor for advice.

CAUTION: NEVER expose the transceiver to rain, snow 
or any liquids.

CAUTION: NEVER change the internal settings of 
the transceiver. This may reduce transceiver perfor-
mance and/or damage to the transceiver. 

DO NOT operate the transceiver near unshielded elec-
trical blasting caps or in an explosive atmosphere.

DO NOT use harsh solvents such as benzine or al-
cohol to clean the transceiver, as they will damage the 
transceiver’s surfaces. If the transceiver becomes dusty 
or dirty, wipe it clean with a soft, dry cloth.

DO NOT use or place the transceiver in areas with tem-
peratures below –10°C (+14°F) or above +60°C (+140°F). Be 
aware that temperatures on a vehicle’s dashboard can ex-
ceed +80°C (+176°F), resulting in permanent damage to the 
transceiver if left there for extended periods.

DO NOT place the transceiver in excessively dusty environ-
ments or in direct sunlight.

DO NOT place the transceiver against walls or putting any-
thing on top of the transceiver. This will obstruct heat dissipa-
tion.
Place the transceiver in a secure place to avoid inadvertent 
use by children.

During mobile operation, NEVER place the transceiver 
where air bag deployment may be obstructed.

During mobile operation, DO NOT place the transceiver 
where hot or cold air blows directly onto it.

During mobile operation, DO NOT operate the transceiver 
without running the vehicle’s engine. When the transceiver’s 
power is ON and your vehicle’s engine is OFF, the vehicle’s 
battery will soon become exhausted.

Make sure the transceiver power is OFF before starting the 
vehicle engine. This will avoid possible damage to the trans-
ceiver by ignition voltage spikes.

During maritime mobile operation, keep the transceiver and 
microphone as far away as possible from the magnetic navi-
gation compass to prevent erroneous indications.

BE CAREFUL! The rear panel will become hot when op-
erating the transceiver continuously for long periods of time.

BE CAREFUL! If a linear amplifier is connected, set the 
transceiver’s RF output power to less than the linear ampli-
fier’s maximum input level, otherwise, the linear amplifier will 
be damaged.

Use Icom microphones only (supplied or optional). Other 
manufacturer’s microphones have different pin assignments, 
and connection to the IC-7100 may damage the transceiver.
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SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES
The following accessories are supplied with the transceiver.

q Hand microphone  ...............................................  1
w  Control cable .......................................................  1
e Ferrite EMI filter  ................................................... 1 

For European versions ............... 2
r 3.5 (d) mm plug .................................................... 1
t ACC cable ............................................................ 1
y  DC power cable*  (OPC-1457)  ............................  1

or (OPC-2095)  ............................  1
u Spare fuse (ATC 5 A)  .........................................  1
i USB cable ............................................................ 1
o CD ........................................................................ 1
!0 Spare fuse (ATC 30 A)  .......................................  2

* Depending on the version.
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ABOUT THE SUPPLIED CD
The following instructions and installers are included on 
the CD.

•	 Basic instructions
  Instructions for the basic operations, the same as 

this manual

•	 Advanced Instructions
  Instructions for the advanced operations and more 

details are described than in this manual

•	 Schematic diagram
 Includes the schematic and block diagrams

•	 HAM radio Terms
 A glossary of HAM radio terms

•	 Adobe® Reader® Installer
 Installer for Adobe® Reader®

A PC with the following Operating System is required.
•		Microsoft® Windows® 8, Microsoft® Windows® 7 , Mi-

crosoft® Windows Vista® or Microsoft® Windows® XP

Starting the CD D
Insert the CD into the CD drive. q

	 •		Double	click	“Autorun.exe”	on	the	CD.
	 •		Depending	on	 the	PC	setting,	 the	Menu	screen	shown	

below is automatically displayed.
Click the desired button to open the file. w

	 •		To	close	the	Menu	screen,	click	[Quit].

To read the guide or instructions, Adobe® Reader® is 
required. If you have not installed it, please install the 
Adobe® Reader® on the CD or downloaded it from Ado-
be Systems Incorporated’s website.

Quits	the	menu	screenInstalls the Adobe® Reader®

Opens the
Glossary

Opens the
Basic
Instructions 
(this manual)

Opens the
Advanced
Instructions

Opens the
Schematic
diagram 

(See p. 2-7 for installation details)

For European versions
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“AI” means “Advanced Instructions.”
“sec. MM” means section number.

So when “(AI sec. MM)” is described on this manual, see the PDF type 
Advanced Instruction’s section number for your reference.
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Controller — Front panel

q  POWER SWITCH•AF VOLUME [PWR]•[AF]   
(p. 3-2)

Push to turn ON the transceiver power. ➥
	 	 •	First,	confirm	the	DC	power	source	is	turned	ON.

Hold down for 1 second to turn OFF the power. ➥
 Rotate to adjust the audio output level. ➥

Increases

Decreases

w  RF GAIN CONTROL/ SQUELCH CONTROL  
[RF/SQL]  (p. 3-19)

  Rotate to adjust the RF gain and squelch threshold 
levels.

  The squelch removes noise output to the speaker 
when no signal is received. (closed condition)

	 •		The	squelch	is	particularly	effective	for	AM	and	FM,	but	
also works in other modes.

	 •		The	12	to	1	o’clock	position	is	recommended	for	the	most	
effective	use	of	the	[RF/SQL]	control.

	 •		[RF/SQL]	operates	as	only	an	RF	gain	control	 in	SSB,	
CW and RTTY (Squelch is fixed open), or a squelch con-
trol in AM, FM, WFM and DV (RF gain is fixed at maxi-
mum sensitivity),	when	“Auto”	is	selected	as	the	“RF/SQL	
Control” item in the “Function” Set mode. (p. 6-5)

  SET  > Function > RF/SQL Control

• When used as an RF gain/squelch control

Maximum 
RF gain

S-meter 
squelch

Noise squelch (FM/DV modes)

Squelch is 
open.

RF gain 
adjustable
range

Recommended level

•  When used as an RF gain control 
(Squelch is fixed open; SSB, CW and RTTY only)

Minimum RF gain

Adjustable
range

Maximum 
RF gain

While rotating the RF gain control, a faint noise may 
be heard. This comes from the DSP unit and does 
not indicate an equipment malfunction.

•  When used as a squelch control 
(RF gain is fixed at maximum.)

Squelch is 
open.

S-meter 
squelch

S-meter squelch
threshold

Noise squelch 
threshold 
(FM/DV modes)

Shallow Deep

Noise squelch (FM/DV modes)

PBT RIT

TX / RX

PWR
AF RF/SQL

CLR
M-CH BANK

RIT

TUNER/CALL

MENU

MIC/RF PWR

NB

SPEED/PITCH

SET

QUICK

NOTCH

DR

AUTO TUNE RX�CS

XFC

SPEECH

MPAD

NR

P.AMP ATT

i7100
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e TX/RX LED
 Lights green when the squelch opens, or a signal  ➥
is received.
 Lights red when transmitting. ➥

r MEMORY BANK CONTROL [BANK]
	 ❍  When both the PBT and RIT LEDs are OFF
   Rotate to select a Memory bank.

	 ❍ When the PBT LED (y) lights green
  (Mode: SSB/CW/RTTY/AM)
   Rotate to adjust the receiver’s IF filter passband 

width using the DSP circuit.

	 ❍ When the RIT LED (u) lights orange
  Disable this control.

t M-CH CONTROL•CLEAR SWITCH [M-CH]•[CLR]
  Push to select the action of the [M-CH/BANK]  con-

trols as the Memory/Bank selection, PBT control or 
RIT control.

	 ❍ When the both RIT and PBT LEDs are OFF
  Rotate to select a Memory channel.

	 ❍ When the RIT LED lights orange
  ➥ Rotate to adjust the RIT frequency shift.
	 	 	 •		The	 frequency	shift	 range	 is	±9.99	kHz	 in	10	Hz	

steps. The control tunes in 1 Hz steps when the op-
erating frequency readout is set to the 1 Hz step. 

  ➥  Hold down for 1 second to clear the RIT shift 
frequency. 

✔ What is the RIT function?
The RIT (Receiver Incremental Tuning) shifts the re-
ceive frequency without shifting the transmit frequency.
This is useful for fine tuning stations calling you off-fre-
quency, or when you prefer to listen to slightly different-
sounding voice characteristics.

	 ❍ When the PBT LED lights green
  (Mode: SSB/CW/RTTY/AM)
  ➥  Rotate to adjust the receiver’s IF filter pass-

band width using the DSP circuit.
  ➥		Hold down for 1 second to reset the PBT set-

tings.
	 	 	 •		The	PBT	is	adjustable	in	50	Hz	steps	in	the	SSB/

CW/RTTY modes, and 200 Hz in the AM mode. At 
that time, the shift value changes in 25 Hz steps in 
the SSB/CW/RTTY modes, and 100 Hz in the AM 
mode.

	 	 	 •		The	PBT	controls	function	as	an	IF	shift	control.

✔ What is the PBT control?
The PBT function electronically modifies the IF pass-
band width to reject interference. This transceiver uses 
the DSP circuit for the PBT function.

y PBT LED
  Lights green when the [M-CH/BANK]  controls act 

as the PBT control.
	 •		Push	the	[M-CH]  switch to select PBT control.

u RIT LED
 Lights orange when the RIT function is turned ON. ➥
 Lights orange when the [M-CH/BANK] ➥  controls 
act as the RIT control.

	 	 •		Push	the	[M-CH]  switch to select RIT control.
	 	 •		The RIT control is the inner control. The outer control 

is disabled.

i RIT KEY RIT  (AI sec. 5)
 Push to turn the RIT function ON or OFF. ➥

	 	 •		Use	the	[M-CH]  control to vary the RIT frequency.
 ➥  Hold down for 1 second to add the shift frequency 

of the RIT function to, or subtract it from, the dis-
played frequency.

o ANTENNA TUNER/CALL KEY TUNER/CALL

 ❍ ANTENNA TUNER KEY Operation (AI sec. 16)
  (Frequency band: HF/50 MHz)
  ➥  Push to turn an optional automatic antenna 

tuner ON or OFF (bypass).
  ➥  Hold down for 1 second to manually tune the 

antenna tuner.
	 	 	 •		If	the	tuner	cannot	tune	the	antenna	within	20	sec-

onds, the tuning circuit is automatically bypassed.

 ❍ CALL KEY Operation (AI sec. 11)
  (Frequency band: 144/430 MHz)
   Push to select the Call channel.
  In the 70 MHz band, push to sound an error beep.

!0 MENU KEY MENU  (p. 1-10)
  Push to change the set of functions assigned to the 

touch keys.
	 •		Toggles	the	function	display	menu	between	M-1,	M-2	and	

M-3 menus or D-1 and D-2 menus.

!1  MIC GAIN/RF POWER ADJUSTMENT KEY  
MIC/RF PWR  (p. 3-24)

  Push to open the MIC gain/RF power adjustment 
display.

	 •		Rotate	[M-CH]  to adjust the MIC gain.
	 •		Rotate	[BANK]  to adjust the RF power.

Frequency band RF output power range

HF/50 MHz 2 to 100 W (AM: 1 to 30 W)

70 MHz* 2 to 50 W (AM: 1 to 15 W)

144 MHz 2 to 50 W

430 MHz 2 to 35 W

	 •		Push	again	to	close	the	window.

*  70 MHz band transmission is available, depending on the 
transceiver version.
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Section 2 INSTALLATION AND CONNECTIONS

Selecting a location .................................................................2-2

Grounding ................................................................................2-2

Antenna connection ................................................................2-2

Connect controller to transceiver ..........................................2-3
The Main unit installation D .........................................................2-3

Connect to the controller ........................................................2-4

Required Connections to a Transceiver ................................2-5

The External Units Connections to a Transceiver ................2-6

Power Supply Connections ....................................................2-7
Connecting the PS-126 power supply D  .....................................2-7
Connecting a non-Icom DC power supply D  ...............................2-7

Linear Amplifier Connections ................................................2-8
Connecting the IC-PW1/EURO D  ...............................................2-8
Connecting a non-Icom linear amplifier D  ...................................2-8

“AI” means “Advanced Instructions.”
“sec. MM” means section number.

So when “(AI sec. MM)” is described on this manual, see the PDF type 
Advanced Instruction’s section number for your reference.

Section 1  PANEL DESCRIPTION
Section 2  INSTALLATION AND CONNECTIONS
Section 3  BASIC OPERATION
Section 4  D-STAR INTRODUCTION
Section 5  D-STAR OPERATION <BASIC>
Section 6  SET MODE
Section 7  INSTALLATION NOTES
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 Select a location for the transceiver that allows ad-
equate air circulation, free from extreme heat, cold, 
vibrations, away from TV sets, TV antenna elements, 
radios and other electromagnetic sources.

 The base of the transceiver has adjustable feet for 
desktop use. Set the feet to one of two angles, to meet 
your operating preference.

Selecting a location

Grounding
 To prevent electrical shock, television interference 
(TVI), broadcast interference (BCI) and other problems, 
ground the transceiver using the GROUND terminal on 
the rear panel.
For best results, connect a heaviest gauge wire or strap 
to a long ground rod. Make the distance between the 
[GND] terminal and ground as short as possible.

R WARNING! NEVER connect the [GND] ter-
minal to a gas or electric pipe, since the connection 
could cause an explosion or electric shock.

Antenna connection
For radio communications, the antenna is of critical im-
portance, along with output power and receiver sensi-
tivity. Select a well-matched 50 ø antenna and coaxial 
cable feedline. We recommend 1.5:1 or better of Voltage 
Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) on your operating bands. 
The transmission line should be a coaxial cable.
When using a single antenna (for the HF, 50/70 MHz 
bands), use the [ANT1] connector.

CAUTION: Protect your transceiver from lightning by 
using a lightning arrestor.

30 mm

10 mm (Tin)

10 mm

1–2 mm

solder solder

Tin

Coupling ring

PL-259 CONNECTOR INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

q

e

r

w

Slide the coupling ring 
down. Strip the cable 
jacket and tin the 
shield.

Slide the connector 
body on and solder it.

Screw the coupling 
ring onto the connector 
body.

Strip the cable as 
shown at the left. Tin 
the center conductor.

(30 mm  9⁄8 in   10 mm  3⁄8 in   1–2 mm  1⁄16 in)

Antenna connection
Connect the cable from an HF, 50/70 MHz antenna to 
the [ANT 1] connector.
Connect the cable from a 144/430MHz antenna to 
the [ANT 2] connector.

Antenna SWR
Each antenna is tuned for a specified frequency 
range and the SWR usually increases outside the 
range. When the SWR is higher than approximately 
2.0:1, the transceiver automatically reduces the TX 
power to protect the final transistors. In that case, an 
antenna tuner is useful to match the transceiver and 
antenna. Low SWR allows full power for transmit-
ting. The IC-7100 has an SWR meter to continuously 
monitor the antenna SWR.

Slide in the
direction of 
arrow.

Controller bottom view
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Section 3 BASIC OPERATION
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Power ON ..................................................................................3-2
Before first applying power D  ......................................................3-2
Tuning ON the power D  ...............................................................3-2

Selecting a Function menu .....................................................3-3

Selecting VFO/Memory mode .................................................3-4

VFO operation ..........................................................................3-5
Selecting VFO A or VFO B D  ......................................................3-5
VFO equalization D  .....................................................................3-5

Selecting a frequency band ....................................................3-6
Using the band stacking registers D  ...........................................3-6

Setting frequency ....................................................................3-7
Tuning with the Dial D  .................................................................3-7
Quick	Tuning	function D  ..............................................................3-8
Selecting  D ‘kHz’ step .................................................................3-9
Selecting 1 Hz step D  .................................................................3-9
1/4 tuning step function D  ...........................................................3-10
Auto tuning step function D  .........................................................3-10
Direct frequency input D  .............................................................3-11
Band edge warning beep D  ........................................................3-13
Programming the user band edge D  ...........................................3-14

Selecting the Operating mode ................................................3-17

Selecting the Audio volume ....................................................3-18

Squelch and receive (RF) sensitivity .....................................3-19

Voice synthesizer operation ...................................................3-20
Tuning OFF the S-meter announcement D  .................................3-21
Tuning ON the MODE announcement D  .....................................3-21

Meter display selection ...........................................................3-22

Basic transmit operation ........................................................3-23
Transmitting D  .............................................................................3-23
Microphone gain adjustment D  ...................................................3-24
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PBT RIT

TX / RX

PWR
AF RF/SQL

CLR
M-CH BANK

RIT

TUNER/CALL

MENU

MIC/RF PWR

NB

SPEED/PITCH

SET

QUICK

NOTCH

DR

AUTO TUNE RX�CS

XFC

SPEECH

MPAD

NR

P.AMP ATT

i7100

NOTE: When turning OFF the power, the transceiver 
memorizes the settings. Thus the transceiver restarts 
with the settings before you turned OFF the power.

Power ON

Before first applying power D
Before turning ON your transceiver for the first time, 
make sure all connections required for your system are 
complete by reviewing them in Section 2 of this man-
ual.

After all connections have been made, set the [AF]
(L)	and	[RF/SQL] (L) controls as shown in the illus-
tration to the right.

Partial Resetting
A partial resetting CLEARS the operating param-
eters and returns them to their default values (VFO 
frequency, VFO settings, menu group’s contents) 
without clearing certain data. 

SET(C) > Others > Reset > Partial Reset

•		During	start-up,	 the	 transceiver	displays	“PARTIAL	RE-
SET,” then its initial VFO frequencies when resetting is 
complete.

See the PDF type Advanced Instruction’s Section 19 
for resetting details.

Tuning ON the power D

Normal Power ON:
Push [PWR] (L) to turn ON the transceiver.

Power OFF:
Hold down [PWR] (L) for 1 second to turn OFF the 
transceiver.

The L, R, C or D in the in-
structions indicate the part 
of the controller.

L: Left side
R: Right side
C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Left Right

Center

Display

[RF/SQL]	control:	12	o'clock

[AF] control: Max counterclockwise

Initial VFO display

[PWR]
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Selecting a Function menu
Push MENU (C) one or more times to select the “M-1” 
screen (M-1 menu), “M-2” screen (M-2 menu) or “M-3” 
screen (M-3 menu).
•		In	the	DR	mode,	push	 MENU (C) once or twice to select the 

“D-1” screen (D-1 menu) or “D-2” screen (D-2 menu).
•		Functions	vary,	depending	on	the	operating	mode.	 

(p. 1-10 to p. 1-12)

MENU

Example: Menu selection in the SSB mode

The L, R, C or D in the in-
structions indicate the part 
of the controller.

L: Left side
R: Right side
C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Left Right

Center

Display
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Section 4 D-STAR INTRODUCTION

IMPORTANT!
•		The	repeater	 list	described	in	this	manual	may	differ	from	your	trans-

ceiver’s preloaded contents.
•		Although	 Japanese	 repeaters	 are	 used	 in	 the	 setting	 examples,	 the	

Japanese repeater node (port) letters are different from those in other 
countries.

  Be sure to add a repeater node letter as the 8th digit in the call sign 
field after a repeater call sign according to the repeater frequency band 
shown below.
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IMPORTANT!

Before starting D-STAR, the following steps are needed. 

STEP 1  Entering your call sign (MY) into the transceiver.  STEP 2  Registering your call sign 
(MY) to a gateway repeater.  You have completed the steps!!

“MY” (Your own call sign) programming

You can store up to 6 “MY” call signs.

Example:  Enter “JA3YUA” as your own call sign into the 
MY call sign memory [MY1].

Display the My Call Sign Edit screen1. 

Push  q SET(C) to enter the Set mode.
 Touch the “MY Call Sign” item of the “My Station” Set  w
mode.

 My Station > MY Call Sign
	 •		If	the	specified	item	is	not	displayed,	touch	[∫] or [√](D) 

one or more times to select the page.
 Touch the desired call sign memory for 1 second. e

 (Example: 1:)
Touch the “Edit” item. r

	 •		The	“MY	CALL	SIGN	(MYM)” screen appears.
    The memory number, selected in the step e, is dis-

played.
   (Example: MY1)

The L, R, C or D in the instructions indicate the part of 
the controller.

L: Left side, R: Right side, C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Continued on the next page ☞

Touch [√]

Touch
“My Station”

Touch
“MY Call Sign”

Touch the call 
sign memory 
for 1 second
(Example: 1:)

Touch
“Edit”
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D-STAR Operating procedures
This section describes the basic D-Star procedures.

•		When	 it	 is	 the	 first	 time	 to	 operate	 D-STAR,	 check	
whether or not you can access your local area repeat-
er (Access repeater), and if your signal is successfully 
sent to a destination repeater.

•		If	your	call	sign	 (MY)	has	not	been	set,	or	your	call	
sign has not been registered on a D-STAR repeater, 
see pages 4-2 and 4-4.

Making a Local area call D
Set “FROM” (Access repeater)1. 

Push  q DR (C) to select the DR mode.
Check whether or not “FROM” is selected. w

	 •	If	“FROM”	is	not	selected,	touch	the	“FROM”	field.
Touch the “FROM” field. e

	 •	The	“FROM	SELECT”	screen	appears.
Touch “Repeater List.” r

	 •	The	“REPEATER	GROUP”	screen	appears.
 Touch the repeater group where your access repeat- t
er is listed.

	 •	Example:	“11:	Japan”
Touch your access repeater. y

	 •	Example:	“Hirano”
	 •		The	transceiver	returns	to	the	DR	mode	screen,	and	the	

selected repeater is set in “FROM.”

Set “TO” (Destination)2. 

Check whether or not “TO” is selected. u
	 •	If	“TO”	is	not	selected,	touch	the	“TO”	field.

Touch the “TO” field. i
	 •	The	“TO	SELECT”	screen	appears.

Touch	“Local	CQ.” o
	 •		The	 transceiver	 returns	 to	 the	 DR	 mode	 screen,	 and	

“CQCQCQ”	is	set	in	“TO.”

Hold down [PTT] to transmit3. 

•		While	holding	down	[PTT],	the	TX/RX	indicator	lights	red.

See page 5-5 to check whether you can access the 
repeater.

The repeater list, described in this manual, may differ from 
your transceiver’s preloaded list.

Touch
“Local	CQ.”

Transmitting

Repeater area
(Sub name)

Repeater call sign

“FROM” is selected.

“Hirano” is set 
on “FROM.”

Touch
“FROM.”

Touch
“Repeater List.”

Touch the re-
peater group
( Example:  
“11: Japan”)

Touch your ac-
cess repeater.
( Example:  
“Hirano”)

Touch
“TO.”

“TO” is selected.

“CQCQCQ”	 is	
set on “TO.”

The L, R, C or D in the 
instructions indicate the 
part of the controller.

L: Left side
R: Right side
C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Left Right

Center

Display
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D-STAR Operating procedures (Continued)

Making a Gateway call D
Set “FROM” (Access repeater)1. 

Push  q DR (C) to select the DR mode.
Check whether or not “FROM” is selected. w

	 •	If	“FROM”	is	not	selected,	touch	the	“FROM”	field.
Touch the “FROM” field. e

	 •	The	“FROM	SELECT”	screen	appears.
Touch “Repeater List.” r

	 •	The	“REPEATER	GROUP”	screen	appears.
 Touch the repeater group where your access repeat- t
er is listed.

	 •	Example:	“11:	Japan”
Touch your access repeater. y

	 •	Example:	“Hirano”
	 •		The	transceiver	returns	to	the	DR	mode	screen,	and	the	

selected repeater is set in “FROM.”

Set “TO” (Destination)2. 

Check whether or not “TO” is selected. u
	 •	If	“TO”	is	not	selected,	touch	the	“TO”	field.

Touch the “TO” field. i
	 •	The	“TO	SELECT”	screen	appears.

Touch	“Gateway	CQ.” o
	 •	The	“REPEATER	GROUP”	screen	appears.
!0  Touch the repeater group where your destination re-

peater is listed.
	 •	Example:	“11:	Japan”
!1 Touch the destination repeater.
	 •	Example:	“Hamacho”
	 •		The	transceiver	returns	to	the	DR	mode	screen,	and	the	

selected repeater is set in “TO.”

Hold down [PTT] to transmit3. 

•		While	holding	down	[PTT],	the	TX/RX	indicator	lights	red.

“FROM” is selected.

“Hirano” is set 
in “FROM.”

Touch
“FROM.”

Touch your ac-
cess repeater.
( Example:  
“Hirano”)

The L, R, C or D in the 
instructions indicate the 
part of the controller.

L: Left side
R: Right side
C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Left Right

Center

Display

Touch
“Gateway	CQ.”

Transmitting

Touch
“TO.”

“Hamacho” is 
set in “TO.”

“TO” is selected.

Touch the re-
peater group
( Example:  
“11: Japan”)

Touch the desti-
nation repeater.
( Example:  
“Hamacho”)

Repeater area
(Sub name)

Repeater
call sign

See page 5-5 to check whether you can access the 
repeater.

Convenient! ✓
The	Gateway	CQ	call	is	used	to	call	any	repeater,	but	
you can call a specific station by simply saying their 
call sign.
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The Set mode is used to program infrequently changed 
values or function settings.

NOTE: The Set mode is constructed in a tree struc-
ture. You may go to the next tree level, or go back a 
level, depending on the selected item.

The Set mode settings D
Push  q SET(C) to enter the Set mode.
 If the specified item is not displayed, touch [ w ∫] or [√]
(D) one or more times to select the page.

	 •		If	[∫](D) or [√](D) is continuously held down, the pages 
are quickly scrolled.

	 •		Rotating	the	Dial	also	selects	the	pages.
 Touch a desired item to go to the next level. e
 Repeat steps  r w and e to show the desired item’s 
setting screen.

	 •		To	 go	 back	 the	 previous	 tree	 level,	 touch	 [](D), or 
MENU (C).

 Touch a desired option shown on the display, or [+]/ t
[–](D) to adjust a level.

	 •		When	you	touch	an	option,	it	is	automatically	saved	and	
the screen returns to the previous display.

	 •		Rotating	the	Dial	also	adjusts	the	level.
	 •		Push	 QUICK (C), and then touch “Default” to reset to the 

default setting, if desired.
	 •		To	set	other	item,	touch	[](D), or MENU (C) to go back 

a tree level.
 Push  y SET(C) to exit the Set mode.

Set mode description
The L, R, C or D in the 
instructions indicate the 
part of the controller.

L: Left side
R: Right side
C: Center bottom
D: Display (Touch screen)

Left Right

Center

Display

SET

Example:  Change the “Memopad Numbers” item option 
to “10.”
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7 INSTALLATION NOTES

For amateur base station installations it is recom-
mended that the forward clearance in front of the an-
tenna array is calculated relative to the EIRP (Effective 
Isotropic Radiated Power). The clearance height below 
the antenna array can be determined in most cases 
from the RF power at the antenna input terminals.

As different exposure limits have been recommended 
for different frequencies, a relative table shows a guide-
line for installation considerations.

Below 30 MHz, the recommended limits are specified 
in terms of V/m or A/m fields as they are likely to fall 
within the near-field region. Similarly, the antennas may 
be physically short in terms of electrical length and that 
the installation will require some antenna matching 
device which can create local, high intensity magnetic 
fields. Analysis of such MF installations is best consid-
ered in association with published guidance notes such 
as the FCC OET Bulletin 65 Edition 97-01 and its an-
nexes relative to amateur transmitter installations.
The EC recommended limits are almost identical to 
the FCC specified ‘uncontrolled’ limits and tables exist 
that show pre-calculated safe distances for different an-
tenna types for different frequency bands. Further infor-
mation can be found at http://www.arrl.org/.

• Typical amateur radio installation
Exposure distance assumes that the predominant ra-
diation pattern is forward and that radiation vertically 
downwards is at unity gain (sidelobe suppression is 
equal to main lobe gain). This is true of almost every 
gain antenna today. Exposed persons are assumed to 
be beneath the antenna array and have a typical height 
of 1.8 m.

The figures assume the worst case emission of a con-
stant carrier.

For the bands 10 MHz and higher the following power 
density limits have been recommended:
 10–400 MHz  2 W/sq m
 435 MHz  2.2 W/sq m

EIRP clearance heights by frequency band
 Watts 10–2 m 70 cm 23 cm 13 cm and above
 1 2.1 m 2 m 2 m 2 m
 10 2.8 m 2.7 m 2.5 m 2.3 m
 25 3.4 m 3.3 m 2.7 m 2.5 m
 100 5 m 4.7 m 3.6 m 3.2 m
 1000 12 m 11.5 m 7.3 m 6.3 m

Forward clearance, EIRP by frequency band
 Watts 10–2 m 70 cm 23 cm 13 cm and above
 100 2 m 2 m 1.1 m 0.7 m
 1,000 6.5 m 6 m 3.5 m 3 m
 10,000 20 m 18 m 11 m 7 m
 100,000 65 m 60 m 35 m 29 m

In all cases any possible risk depends on the trans-
mitter being activated for long periods. (actual recom-
mendation limits are specified as an average during 6 
minutes) Normally the transmitter is not active for long 
periods of time. Some radio licenses will require that a 
timer circuit automatically cuts off the transmitter after 
1–2 minutes etc.

Similarly some modes of transmission, SSB, CW, AM 
etc. have a lower ‘average’ output power and the as-
sessed risk is even lower.

Installation notes
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